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512 CRICKET BARIATRIC l Nightingale Healthcare

duRAbLE And ComfoRTAbLE.

The Cricket Bariatric is a heavy duty seat, capable of holding
up to 500lbs. It is well suited for healthcare applications,
including reception and guest seating requirements.

Cricket Bariatric 533
Epic (Capri)



features

models

512 CRICKET BARIATRIC l Nightingale Healthcare

A. HEAVY DUTY SEAT
Models 512 and 513 are sized to 
accommodate users up to 300 lbs. 

Models 522 and 523 are sized to 
accommodate users up to 400 lbs.

Models 532 and 533 are sized to 
accommodate users up to 500 lbs.

C. DURABLE FRAME
Steel frame 7/8” outside diameter, 
13 gauge with extra seat stretcher 
for structural integrity.

D. BASE
Rear angled back legs for stability 
and welded corner braces for 
added strength.

B. EASY TO CLEAN
Separate seat and back for easy cleaning.

A
C

B

512
Sled base
300lbs capacity 

522
Sled base
400lbs capacity 

532
Sled base
500lbs capacity 

513
Armchair
300lbs capacity 

523
Armchair
400lbs capacity 

533
Armchair
500lbs capacity 

D
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1864 SURGEON CONSOLE l Nightingale Healthcare

modERn. sopHisTiCATEd.

The Surgeon Console chair was engineered to provide
individual comfort and support for prolonged periods of time.
The patented self-adjusting back and armrest support offers
top-level ergonomic comfort that the user will appreciate.

Surgeon Console 1864
Knockout (Harbor Blue)



features

models

1864 SURGEON CONSOLE l Nightingale Healthcare

A. AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT
Self-adjusting, concave armrests 
built into back with spring system 
to allow automatic adjustments for 
each user.

C. ADJUSTABLE BACK
Built-in ratchet system for back height 
adjustment and self adjusting lumbar 
support.

D. SLEEK MECHANISM
Swivel mechanism with free float
or variable back angle adjustment,
pneumatic height adjustment, seat
slide adjustment.

E. EASY MOBILITY
2” black dual-wheel, non-marking,
hooded polyurethane hard surface 
casters.

F. STURDY BASE
5-prong, polished aluminum base with 
clear lacquer finish to maintain bright 
appearance.

G. FOOT REST
Optional height adjustable foot rest.

B. ENERSORB™ SEAT
High-resiliency Enersorb Foam to reduce
sitting fatigue by reducing pressure
points and increasing blood circulation.

C

A

B

D

E

F

G

1864
Mid back 

1864-DS
Mid back stool
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1000 STOOL l Nightingale Healthcare

pRACTiCAL. funCTionAL. vERsATiLE.

To the point, like its name, Nightingale’s Stool is an
economical and comfortable chair engineered for use in
medical, dental, laboratory, or small-space environments
where mobility is essential.

Stool 1000WB-DS
Turner (Pacific Blue)



features

models

1000 STOOL l Nightingale Healthcare

A. DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
High density, high resiliency foam
for added durability and comfort
(1000, 1000WB).

C. SIMPLE MECHANISM
Swivel mechanism featuring a 5.5” 
pneumatic seat height adjustment.

D. FINISH
Mechanism, base, casters and trim 
standard in black.

E. BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong heavy duty nylon base with 
2” dual wheel carpet casters. Optional 
height adjustable foot ring.

B. DURABLE & HYGIENIC
Molded polyurethane seat and
pivoting back for durability and
hygienic requirements (1010).

B

C

1000
Stool

1000WB
Stool with back

1009
Stool trumpet base

1010
Stool with polyurethane 
seat and back

A

D

E
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808 BUTTERFLY l Nightingale Healthcare

on THE go.

Accommodating Butterfly chairs help health professionals 
to quickly and easily come together, move around, move 
apart-whatever the work requires. Lightweight and mobile for 
impromptu change.

Butterfly 811UFST
Infinity (Capri)



features

models

808 BUTTERFLY l Nightingale Healthcare

A. BACK GRIP
Handle built into back of chair allows it 
to easily be picked up and moved.

C. CURVED BACK
Compound curved nylon back for 
comfort and easy to sanitize. The 
flexible, ergonomically shaped back 
facilitates healthy spinal support.

D. LIGHT FOAM SEAT
Provides extra comfort and distributes 
weight evenly across the surface.

E. OPTIONAL ARMS
Unobtrusive, short arms provide 
just enough added support without 
getting in the way.

F. ANGLED LEGS WITH FLOOR GLIDES
Provide stability and ease of movement.

B. ERGONOMIC BACK
The flexible, ergonomically shaped
back facilitates healthy spinal support.

B

A

C

E

D
D

800
Task chair with arms

811
Stacker with arms

810UFST
Barstool with arms,
upholstered seat

F
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950 WILL l Nightingale Healthcare

CLEAn. TAiLoREd. EssEnTiAL.

The Will is a sensible and cultivated modular armchair. With 
easily replaceable components and quickly assembled modular 
construction, the Will is built to last. It is the perfect combination 
of comfort, style and functionality.   

Will 950
Theory (Teal)



features

950 WILL l Nightingale Healthcare

A. DURABLE FRAME
Fully upholstered, modular wood 
frame for strength and durability.

D. LEGS
Standard satin aluminum legs.

B. REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Components are easily replaceable.

C. QUICK ASSEMBLY
No tools required, parts slide together 
like a bed frame.

AC

B

D

models

950
Mid back with black 
mesh seat and back 

950-EL-RH
Modular lounge chair with
electrical / USB port on right
hand side
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300 BEETLE l Nightingale Healthcare

HigH dEnsiTy sTACkER.

The Beetle is a high-density, stackable chair. Comfortable 
enough for daily use and easy to store, the Beetle is an 
all-purpose stacker for educational, institutional, or group 
seating needs.

Beetle 300-ATR
(Black)



features

models

300 BEETLE l Nightingale Healthcare

A. SOLID FRAME
Chrome-plated steel 7/16” wire
frame for strength and durability.

C. MORE ROOM
Frame cross bar set back to provide
greater leg clearance.

D. TABLET ARM OPTION
Finish for 300AT flip-up tablet arm is 
standard in black laminate with solid 
hardwood core.

E. SLEEK FINISH
Frame is duplex nickel chrome
for durability.

B. ERGONOMIC SUPPORT
Textured polypropylene seat and back 
shells contoured to help maintain 
ergonomic comfort.

B

D

E
C

308
High density stacker,
armless

308UF
High density stacker 
with upholstered seat 
and back, armless

300ATR
Side chair with tablet arm
(Right handed)

A
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5800 WXO l Nightingale Healthcare

ComfoRT. suppoRT.

WXO chairs design and construction incorporates ergonomic 
principles and technologies. It sports a refined sleek profile 
with distinctive comfort and support. Great for healthcare 
environments.

WXO 5800UF
Fedora (Tangelo)



features

models

5800 WXO l Nightingale Healthcare

A. ABLEX™ MESH
Allows air to pass freely and moves 
with you, providing dynamic comfort 
in all environments.

C. ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
Easy to use height and width 
adjustable arms with lockable, 
pivoting polyurethane arm pads.

D. ENERSORB™ SEAT
Enersorb foam disperses your weight 
and conforms to your body to improve 
blood circulation and relieve pressure 
points.

E. TORGLIDER™
An intelligent, synchronous, balanced 
recline mechanism automatically 
provides the right amount of support 
through the full range of recline 
motion, regardless of size and weight.

F. ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
Two position tilt lock adjustment 
and pneumatic height adjustment.

G. WATERFALL SEAT
Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away 
from the legs, minimizing pressure on the 
thighs and promoting good posture.

H. BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong, heavy-duty polished aluminum 
base with standard 2” carpet casters.

B. LUMBAR SUPPORT
The contoured back frame with Ablex™ 
mesh provides dynamic lumbar support, 
promoting healthy posture.

B

A

C

D

G

D

F
E

5800-SM-WH
Mid back with silver 
mesh seat and back, 
white package 

5800UFST-WH
Mid back upholstered
seat, white package

5800UF-WH
Mid back upholstered seat
and back, white package

H
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6800 BRADLEY l Nightingale Healthcare

dEmAnd moRE fRom youR CHAiR.

The Bradley was engineered to meet the rigorous demands 
of modern work spaces. A classic office look is paired with 
Nightingale’s first-class ergonomic technology to create all-day 
comfort. Bradley will exceed the demands of your workday.

Bradley 6800D-MT
Felt Melange (Pollen)



features

models

6800 BRADLEY l Nightingale Healthcare

A. ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
Height adjustable arms with 
polyurethane tear drop arm pad.

C. ENERSORB™
Seat and back foam conforms to 
your body and disperses your weight 
ergonomically.

D. ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
Swivel-tilt mechanism (Type 20) 
(6800D, 6800, 6850), seat depth 
adjustment, pneumatic height 
adjustment and tension control.

E. DURABLE
High-density foam for support and 
durability.

F. BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong, heavy-duty nylon base.

B. WATERFALL SEAT
Seat gently slopes to reduce tension and 
muscle fatigue, promoting good posture.

C
A

B

E

D

6850
Low back 

6800
Mid back

6800D
High back

6800-DS
Mid back stool
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6800ti OVERTIME l Nightingale Healthcare

A CHAiR THAT woRks As Long As you do.

Double overtime, night shifts, morning hours, round the clock 
bustle. This heavy-duty task chair can handle it all. The Overtime 
has a non-stop job to do, just like you. The chair is engineered
to provide enduring comfort and support for individuals up to 
300 pounds. A sturdy, adjustable back, high density foam, and 
swivel tilt mechanism make it ideal for 24 hour environments.

Overtime 6800ti
Stretch (Concord)



features

models

6800ti OVERTIME l Nightingale Healthcare

A. ADJUSTABLE BACK HEIGHT
Strong back support with vertical 
intuitive ratchet height adjustment allows 
for further tailoring to suit individual 
heights, needs, and preferences.

C. POSTURE ENHANCEMENT
Built-in lumbar support.

D. DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
High-density, high-resiliency foam
for support and durability.

E. ADJUSTABLE ARMS
Heavy-duty arms are attached directly 
to steel support under seat. Height and 
width adjustable arms for comfort and 
durability.

F. SWIVEL TILT MECHANISM
Sleek mechanism with infinite 
swivel tilt lock, free float, back angle 
adjustment, pneumatic seat height 
adjustment, and tension control.

G. MORE SEAT SPACE
6800Dti is built stronger with a larger seat.

H. BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong heavy duty nylon base.

B. WATERFALL SEAT
Seat gently slopes to reduce tension and 
muscle fatigue, promoting good posture.

C

E

B

D

A F

6850
Mid back 

6800
High back
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7280DS VXO l Nightingale Healthcare

mAximum REsuLTs.

The VXO Drafting Stool offers a simple light scale design 
that delivers remarkable comfort and dynamic support.

VXO 7280-DS 
Theory (Mocha)



features

models

7280DS VXO l Nightingale Healthcare

A. NEBULA™ MESH
Allows airflow and maximizes comfort: 
Nebula’s four-way stretch provides 
dynamic back support.

C. ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
Height adjustable arm with 
polyurethane arm pads for comfort.

D. WATERFALL SEAT
Waterfall seat design that gently slopes 
away from the legs, minimizing pressure on 
the thighs and promoting good posture.

E. ENERSORB™ SEAT
Enersorb foam disperses your weight and 
conforms to your body to improve blood 
circulation and relieve pressure points.

F. ERGONOMIC ADJUSTMENTS
Swivel-tilt mechanism with single position 
lock, side adjustable tension control and 
pneumatic height adjustment.

G. BASE AND CASTERS
5-prong, heavy-duty nylon base with 
standard 2” carpet casters and height 
adjustable foot ring.

B. LUMBAR SUPPORT
The contoured lumbar support pad can 
be easily adjusted vertically while seated.

B

F

7280-DS
Stool

7280-DS-WH
Stool, white package

A

C

D

E

G
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NIGHTINGALE ECOLOGICAL STATEMENT
At Nightingale Corp., we believe in respecting our employees, our customers, 
our vendors, and the environment. By respecting our planet’s fragile eco-
system, we respect our children’s future, their children’s future….. 
 
Planet Nightingale is our environmental initiative. Our commitment to the 
environment is expressed in a variety of ways – from making smart choices 
when it comes to choosing materials and processes, to designing products 
that are simple, flexible, and durable. It’s all about doing more with less.

Nightingale is proud to have developed and promoted an environmental 
policy long before government instituted mandatory recycling. We are 
committed to manufacturing our products utilizing methods and materials 
that help to reduce the adverse impact on our environment.

The basic elements of our plan are to use others’ waste (recycled materials) 
or sustainable sources of raw materials to create our products, to ensure 
that our products are recyclable, to use as few resources as possible in the 
manufacturing process, and to ensure that we minimize or eliminate waste 
and emissions.

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

2

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.

nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 


